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Trajectories to Low-Density
Settlements Past and Present:
Paradox and Outcomes
Roland Fletcher*

Department of Archaeology, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia

The conventional history of urban growth defines agrarian-based cities prior to the
nineteenth century CE as densely inhabited and commonly bounded by defenses
such as walls. By contrast industrial-based cities are viewed as more spread out and
without marked boundaries. Since the 1960s a trajectory toward extensive, low-density
urbanism with sprawling, scattered suburbs surrounding a denser core has been formally
recognized and given various names such as megalopolis in the West and desakota
in southern and eastern Asia. These sprawling industrial cities have been regarded
as a unique derivative of modern phenomena such as mechanized transport and
the commercial property market. However, this set of premises are not valid. The
agrarian-based world also contained dispersed, low-density urbanism—on its grandest
scale, the vast circa 1,000 sq km urban complex of Greater Angkor and the famous Maya
cities of lowland Central America with maximum areas of about 200 sq km. The Maya
only used pedestrian and riverine transport so the conventional transport explanation for
industrial dispersed urbanism is at best partial. There was another trajectory to extensive,
low-density settlement forms for places which were generally <15–20 sq km in extent
but could on rare occasions reach areas as large as 40 to 90 sq km. Famous examples
are Great Zimbabwe, Chaco Canyon and the European oppida of the late 1st millennium
BCE. No-formally agreed term is available to refer to them. I will refer to them by default
as “Giants.” The three trajectories to low-density settlement form redefine the history
of settlement growth and the meanings of the term “urban.” Worryingly, none of the
successive low-density settlements derive from any of the low-density cases of the
preceding trajectory. Neither Angkor nor the Classic Maya cities have any connection to
the industrial low-density cities. By contrast compact cities, the epitome of the obsolete
definition of cities display continuity to succeeding urban forms over several 1,000 years.
The implications for modern, giant, low-density cities are ominous.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960s a trajectory toward extensive, low-density industrial urbanism with sprawling,
scattered suburbs, surrounding a denser core has been formally recognized and given various
names such as megalopolis in the West and desakota in southern and eastern Asia (Gottman,
1961; McGee, 1967, 1991; Doxiadēs, 1968; Angel et al., 2005, 2012; Morrill, 2006; Angel, 2012).
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These sprawling industrial cities (Figure 1) have been regarded as
a unique derivative of modern socio-economic phenomena, such
as mechanized transport and the commercial property market.
The conventional history of urban growth defines agrarian-
based cities prior to the nineteenth century CE as densely
inhabited and commonly bounded in some way, for example
by topographic features or walls. By contrast, large industrial-
based cities are viewed as more spread out and lacking marked
artificial boundaries.

However, this set of premises is not valid. The agrarian-based
world also contained dispersed, low-density urbanism. On the
grandest scale these include the vast urban complex of Greater
Angkor (Figure 2; Groslier, 1979; Pottier, 1999; Fletcher et al.,
2003; Evans et al., 2007), which at its peak in the twelveth
century covered ∼1,000 sq km, Anuradhapura and Pollonaruwa
in Sri Lanka which ended between the eleventh to thirteenth
century CE (Devendra, 1959; Gunawardana, 1971; Coningham
and Gunawardhana, 2013) and the famous Classic Maya cities of
lowland Central America (Figure 3; Sharer and Traxler, 2006),
with maximum areas between 100 and 200 sq km, which faded
away in the ninth century CE. The Maya only used pedestrian
and riverine transport so the conventional transport innovation
explanation for dispersed urbanism in industrial societies is at
best partial. The presence of sprawling suburbs in the agrarian
cities suggests that the old models of industrial urbanism are
both incomplete and potentially problematic. The existence of
the agrarian-based, low-density cities also specifies that the low-
density pattern is a usual feature of human behavior rather than
a unique and anomalous aspect of “strange” industrial urbanism.
The extension of that understanding is that there should be other
such settlements of varying functions and magnitudes.

Since we know that some hunter-gatherer communities live
in extensive dispersed camps (Fletcher 1), as for example, among
the Australian Aboriginal communities of the deserts of Australia
(Figure 4; O’Connell, 1977; Whitelaw, 1991) and by the Ainu of
Hokkaido (Watanabe, 1973), this must be an essentially universal
human behavioral characteristic. Conventional agrarian “village”
communities, likewise use this settlement form. Large regions of
West Africa, inhabited by the Kofyar (McCNetting, 1968), the
Tallensi (Figure 5; Fortes, 1945) and the Lobi-Dagati societies
(Figure 6; Goody, 1956) among others, are covered by vast
dispersed villages where the houses are widely separated and each
is surrounded by fields1. A “village,” occupied by one self-defined
community, can extend across several kilometers. This form of
settlement was also very well-known in some regions of Europe
and has featured in settlement pattern geography (Cerne, 2004)
at least since the mid twentieth century, for example in Hoskins
famous “Making of the English Landscape” (1955).

We therefore know of low-density, dispersed settlement forms
ranging from several 100,000 sq km, such as the megalopoli,
to dispersed hunter-gatherer camps covering several hectares.
Just as we have spectacular, giant industrial cities in the range
up to more than 100,000 sq km and vast, agrarian urban, low-
density cities, covering as much as 100 to a 1,000 sq km we

1As I well know from living in such settlements in the early 1970s, when I was
doing village household surveys in Ghana for my PhD research.

should therefore also have a set of extensive dispersed agrarian-
based settlements at the next smallest order of magnitude.
We already know that dispersed agrarian “villages” exist with
areas larger than a square kilometer. So we should also expect
that this magnitude of dispersed settlement would also have
produced settlements of proportionately spectacular size and
form covering from several sq km to tens of sq km. Famous
examples of this third size-range of spread-out settlements
(Figure 7) are Great Zimbabwe (Garlake, 1970; Pikirayi and
Chirikure, 2011; Chirikure et al., 2016, 2017), Cahokia (Fowler,
1989; Kelly and Brown, 2014; Baires, 2015; Pauketat et al.,
2015) and the European oppida of the late 1st millennium
BCE (Collis, 1984; Sievers and Schönfelder, 2012; Moore et al.,
2013; Poux, 2014). It turns out that some very rare example
even range up to 40–70 sq km and perhaps larger (Figure 8)
such as Gelonas—a Scythian gorodische (Shramko, 1987, 2012;
Murzin et al., 1999; Zöllner et al., 2008) and the vast area
of Chaco Canyon (Vivian, 1970; Wills and Dorshow, 2012;
Drake et al., 2014; Price et al., 2017) in the SW of North
America. As yet no-formally agreed term is available to refer
to this class of settlement though some are contentiously called
urban or else rejected as urban, either periodically or at the
same time. As Taylor remarked of the Tripillya sites (1987,
p. 4) are they either “cities” or “just overgrown villages? (see
Zbenovich, 1996; Nebbia, 2017)” These kinds of settlements
are plainly not “just” villages (Chapman et al., 2014), as a
set of dispersed, agrarian villages is already known to exist.
These are something more. I have previously called such
sites, often with massive constructions or a distinctly ordered
spatial layouts, “No-Name” settlements2. More recently they
have been referred to as Anomalous Giants. Since they are
only anomalous relative to our current restricted “camp-village-
urban” taxonomy of settlement form, and not due to some
inherent anomalous strangeness of their own, a simple way
of referring to them is needed. “Giant” sites, as proposed by
Chapman and Gaydarska, may serve as a default for now,
because the term avoids a definitive ascription of their role
or categorization.

These Giants have not been “seen” as a distinct set of
settlements because dispersed occupation settlements in general
were not “seen.” This is not a case of data not being known.
Rather it is that the compact village has been a very strong
normative model of “the village,” despite dispersed villages
being known in academic literature since at least the early-
mid twentieth century. In addition, the Classic Maya urban
dispersed pattern had been seen in the Ricketsons’ surveys
around Uaxactun in the 1930s (see Black, 1990), was understood
in the 1960s once Willey’s program of research developed
(Willey, 1956, 1965; Sabloff and Fash, 2007) and was formally
described by Puleston (1973) for Tikal in the 1970s. This
information was available to be combined with the observation
of industrial dispersed urbanism to create a new view of
what was feasible for urban settlements. But facts do not

2SAA conference sessions 2013 and 2017. Amerind Foundation Symposium in
2014.
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FIGURE 1 | (i) Expansion of Greater Shanghai twentieth–twenty first century. Prepared by Scott Hawken. (ii) Decrease on overall urban densities Nineteenth–twentieth
century database—prepared by Kirrily White. Prepared from public domain database (Angel et al., 2016).

FIGURE 2 | (i) Greater Angkor thirteenth–fifteenth century CE. (Courtesy Evans and Pottier) Map prepared as part of the Greater Angkor Project. (ii) Greater Angkor
twelveth–thirteenth century CE. Route network nodes. Prepared by Andrew Wilson.

suffice, in themselves, for the phenomenon they represent to
be perceived and understood. The data need to be seen in a
larger context which gives them meaning. This can be both a
theoretical context and a particularly vivid empirical context,
though the empirical context is likely to come about because of
a conceptual proposition which directs attention to collecting
that contextual data. The form of the “anomalous giants” was
not a topic of focus because low-density settlements were
not a topic of discussion and the giant agrarian cities which
have since directed attention to that topic could not readily
be recognized.

WHY WERE LOW-DENSITY DISPERSED
AGRARIAN-BASED CITIES NOT
OBSERVED?

Compact urbanism was seen as the only form of agrarian-based
urbanism by scholars trained in Europe. Their understanding of
the Islamic world, Mesopotamia, India, and China strengthened
this view. The viewpoint was good common-sense, because
European scholars simply did not experience, and nor could
they readily “see” any dispersed urban settlements which had
predated the later nineteenth and early twentieth century. It was
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FIGURE 3 | Maya settlement of Sayil, Mexico, Terminal Classic, tenth century
CE. Permission to published granted by the copyright holder, the Middle
American Research Institute.

simply self-evident that cities were compact because all known
agrarian-based European cities were compact and were delimited
in various ways, as were most other cities of the past in the Old
World, outside Africa, and also in the Mesoamerican highlands
and along the west coast of South America. For the social and
intellectual traditions of both India and China the compact,
bounded city was normal.

Industrial urbanism could be considered to be different—
more spread out—and with a ready explanation of their form in
the mechanics of transport, a new economy and the role of the
real estate market. Therefore, because cities were “traditionally”
compact, modern sprawl was unique and idiosyncratic, and its
form was therefore uninformative about the past, and did not
lead to the question—were there dispersed low-density urban
settlements in the agrarian world? Plainly, industrial cities have
to be called urban and are sprawling. They, therefore, could in
principle have specified that if they are “urban” then urbanism in
general would include dispersed and patchy forms of occupation.
But the empirical evidence prior to the 1960s also did not indicate
that there was any topic to which that proposition could attach,
though Pagan in Myanmar (Figure 9; Pichard, 1995; Hudson,
2004) was a potential exception.

Most of the large, low-density agrarian cities which we know
from archaeology are in primary and secondary tropical forest.
In consequence their layout is hard to see. And due to the use
of domestic housing built mainly from organics, the residential
landscape is not readily apparent in most tropical regions
with the exception of the Maya sites where the lightly built
houses were raised on stone rubble platforms. The remains of

a dispersed urban settlement were therefore generally less likely
to be observed by walking through it. In addition, the majority
of agricultural, literate, low-density cities had ceased to function
and be fully inhabited by the mid-2nd millennium CE before
Europeans could see them. And even when a foreign observer
saw one—Zhou Daguan being the notable example in 1295-6
in Angkor—he “saw” it, as his own Chinese cultural familiarity
would lead him do, as the walled “city” of Angkor Thom, with
some huge structures such as Angkor Wat well-beyond the walls
(Daguan, 2007). Likewise, for European scholars arriving in the
largely abandoned landscape of Angkor in the later nineteenth
century, they also saw Angkor Thom and the other great temple
enclosures as the equivalent of Europeanmedieval towns because
they were of similar areal extent (Figure 10).

The rare case of Pagan is highly informative about
classificatory pre-designation. The clearly visible 90 sq km
expanse of dispersed monuments (see Figure 9) which is in an
open, dry landscape was viewed simply as a small walled city
because of the palatial enclosure near the river, with temples
scattered around it. Classificatory expectation had precedence
over what could be seen. Likewise, from the 1930s to 60s, the
Maya cities were seen as temple clusters isolated in the jungle
(Webster, 2007). And when the vast dispersed extent of these
cities was empirically recognized the explanatory priority was
to legitimate them as relatively “dense” areas of occupation in
order to validate their urban status. Only since the spread—
out patterns was clearly recognized and had been studied in
detail did the focus shift decisively to their open extent (e.g.,
Sabloff, 1990; Graham, 1999; Isendahl, 2012). Yet until recently
they were still regarded as so unusual, globally, that a case to
redefine agrarian “urbanism” to include dispersed, low-density
form would have had a hard ride. Likewise, at Angkor Groslier
had identified the spread-out distribution of occupation and
shrines in Angkor by the 1950s and 60s. He published his model
of extended suburbs linked together by road embankments and
canals in 1979 (Figure 11) as part of a study of the areal expansion
of Angkor from the ninth to the fourteenth century. However,
this insight did not gain traction either in Angkorian studies
or with SE Asian regional specialists. The walled enclosure of
Angkor Thom continued to be perceived as the “city” and the
prior assumption (Briggs, 1951 for example) that Angkor had
just been a succession of small, walled “cities” from at least
the ninth century—and also the Goloubew interpretation of
CP807 (see Pottier, 2000)—was maintained. No change could
occur in interpretation from the 1970s into the 90s because field
archaeology was impossible in Cambodia due to severe political
crises. New empirical data could not be obtained and foreign
archaeologists could not assess reinterpretations of the urban
landscape. Only in the 1990s did Christophe Pottier start his PhD
research on the landscape of Angkor, following up on Groslier’s
insight and mapped the southern suburbs of Angkor in detail
(1999). He also showed that the mid-ninth century capital of
Hariharalaya (modern Rolous) did not have a boundary wall
and that the major temple enclosure around the Bakong did not
encompass much occupation (Pottier, 2005). Furthermore, he
showed that Goloubev’s proposition that CP 807 was one corner
of a walled city dated to the late ninth century was incorrect
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FIGURE 4 | Australian Aboriginal Desert Camps. (A–E) are different camp sites. (Courtesy Todd Whitelaw). Permission to publish granted by the creator and copyright
holder Todd Whitelaw.

FIGURE 5 | Tongo, Tallensi region, Ghana, 2019.

(Pottier, 2000; Figure 1) and that the feature was built much later
in the history of Angkor. This was made spectacularly apparent
in the lidar images from the 2012 survey where it can be readily
observed that CP807 postdates Angkor Wat and has no eastern
right-angle counterpart (Evans and Fletcher, 2015). None-the-
less Gaucher has vigorously continued to view Angkor Thom as
the city in its entirely 2004, rather than the “City” as an equivalent
of the City of Londonwithin Greater London or lowerManhattan
within Greater New York.

WHAT DIRECTED ATTENTION TO
LOW-DENSITY URBANISM?

Pottier’s maps, based on the remote sensing images of the
FINMAP aerial photographs and his own ground surveys,

combined with the validation of Groslier’s intellectual status
provided the first decisive images of an Asian agrarian-based,
dispersed urban complex. His precise arguments about the form
of Hariharalaya confronted Angkorian specialists with a debate
about urban form, related to a historical process and to the
established specification that Hariharalaya was the “model” for
Angkor and therefore needed to be addressed. My own arrival
in Angkor because of very specific research issue raised by my
own theoretical work (see below p. 7–9) triggered collaboration
with Christophe and a follow up on the initial space borne and
aerial radar surveys of 1994 and 1996 by NASA—JPL. What is
significant is that neither of those initial remote sensing radar
surveys, in themselves, led the scholarly world to recognize the
urban form of Angkor, despite Groslier’s work and the paper by
Jacques (1978) where he shows an extended North but then does
not produce later maps with it marked.
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FIGURE 6 | Birifor, Lobi Dagati region Ghana, 2019.

The 1994 survey from the Space Shuttle—courtesy of WMF
and NASA (Figure 12) was, however, the empirical trigger for me
to conclude that Angkor was indeed a giant low-density city. Up
to that time I too had perceived Groslier as somehow describing
the landscape of a region. The following, 1996 AIRSAR radar
survey did not trigger a re-perception of the form and extent
of Angkor because it was a partial strip across the southern half
of Angkor and was used by its instigator, Moore (2000), in an
erroneous claim that radar was primarily a useful tool for finding
undiscovered temples. As a consequence, her focus emphasized
isolated specific structures in a landscape, not the relationships
which could be clearly seen between sectors of the occupation,
the infrastructure and the rice fields of Angkor, as Pottier had
emphasized in 1999.

The basic problemwas that the sheer scale of Angkormilitated
against seeing it as whole and made studying it exceptionally
difficult, especially on the ground in areas of either dense ground
cover or extensive rice fields, in a region which was extremely
wet for half of the year. Aerial photo coverage could give real
assistance for surveys but did not in itself offer a vivid visual
image of the whole because the coverage was, as was normal,
divided into tiles of varying clarity and contrast. The 1994 space
radar image did, however, spectacularly cover the whole of the
Angkor urban complex, for the first time in one image from the
Kulen hills to the lake and from the Puok river to the Damdek
canal. The Great North Canal is starkly visible, showing for the
first time the full extent of the infrastructure connections to
central Angkor3. What followed from the collaboration between
the University of Sydney and the EFEO was an international
program to carry out a 7,000 sq kmGEOSAR survey over Angkor
to create the map of the entire area of the Angkor urban complex
(see Evans, 2007 and Evans et al., 2007). That presented, in very
consistent, recognizable detail and beautiful color the extent,

3I remain deeply grateful to the staff of the National Air and Space Museum in the
Smithsonian Institution for saying to me after a seminar, “by the way, have you
seen the radar image of Angkor from the Space Shuttle?”

configuration, structure, and economic food source foundations
of the entire urban complex of Angkor. Greater Angkor could
then be designated (Fletcher et al., 2003), avoiding terminological
conflict with those scholars who are primarily and properly
focussed on the central area of Angkor—“Angkor” in the usual
parlance. A gratifying collaboration developed between Damian
Evans and Christophe Pottier to create the digital map of Greater
Angkor, its water catchment and the wider local region, which
was published in 2007 (Pottier and Evans, 2010). A new edition
has recently been completed by Evans team in the EFEO.

Once the lidar coverage of much of the large Classic Maya
city of Caracol was completed in 2010 (Chase et al., 2010, 2011,
2012; Figure 13), the actuality of dispersed, low-density agrarian-
based urban landscapes, worldwide, was unavoidable. The lidar
image corroborated the Chases’s ground surveys, carried out of
over many years, which had recorded extensive terracing and
widely distributed domestic units scattered between roadways
that linked the central area to the peripheral nodes of the urban
complex. The value of remote sensing using lidar and its key role
in studying dispersed urbanism in tropical forests was further
reinforced by the 2012 lidar survey of the 2–300 sq km area
of the Heritage park in the middle of Greater Angkor by the
KALC project (Evans et al., 2013). As well as demonstrating
the value of lidar for revealing detailed urban landscapes under
dense tropical forest it also showed how profoundly the central
area of Angkor had been modified between the ninth and
twelveth century, decisively showing that the twelveth century
grid was present outside Angkor Thom as well as within its late
twelveth century walls (Figure 14). The 9 sq km of Angkor Thom
could not, therefore, be the city of Angkor, as such, since the
rectilinear route grid and small pond configuration extended over
more than twice that area outside the walls. Furthermore, the
small pond residential space overlaps with the distribution of
the much larger ponds which are the dominant pattern of the
suburban residential landscape of the whole of Greater Angkor.
A residential continuum existed across which hundreds of small
shrines and many thousands of occupation mounds and ponds
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FIGURE 7 | Giant sites compared—Old World. Prepared by Kirrily White.
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FIGURE 8 | Giant sites compared—New World. Prepared by Kirrily White.
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FIGURE 9 | Pagan, Myanmar eleventh–thirteenth century CE. Permission to publish granted by the creator and copyright holder, Bob Hudson.

FIGURE 10 | Angkor Wat, Angkor, Cambodia twelfth century CE, compared to sixteenth century Leiden, Netherlands, Europe. Prepared for the Greater Angkor
Project by Martin KIng and KIrrily White.
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FIGURE 11 | Map by B-P Groslier covering the area of Greater Angkor in the twelfth–thirteenth century CE. Permission to publish granted by the copyright holder,
I’École Française d’Extrême-Orient.

were distributed both within the central area and out across the
landscape of the urban complex.

LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS, IN THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY, ON COMPARISON
ACROSS DIFFERENT MAGNITUDES OF
SETTLEMENT SIZE

The non-recognition, until the start of the twenty first century, of
low-density dispersed settlements in archaeology, as a systemic,
global phenomenon across many scales of settlement size,
is curious since they were well-known in anthropology and
landscape studies by the mid-twentieth century, and the Classic
Maya cases were clearly visible by the 1960s, as was the
identification of the class of industrial urban “sprawl” i.e.,
dispersed, patchy urbanism in the modern world, as megalopolis,
by Gottman in 1961. The term had even been used by Geddes
in 1915 and by Lewis Mumford in his 1938 book “The
Culture of Cities,” in relation to the vast, industrial urban
conurbations, such as the Ruhr, which Mumford described as
the first stage in urban overdevelopment and social decline.
The question could therefore have been systematically asked,
much earlier than it was, about whether there had been
previous, dispersed urban settlements. Logically it should have
been, since dispersed, low-density villages were well-known
in Europe and appeared to have been a long-established
settlement pattern. So, in principle, if agrarian villages and
industrial cities could both take this form, variants for other

socio-economic systems with the same spatial configuration
could have been envisaged. A key deterrent was presumably,
Childe’s enormous prestige, and his “definition” of urbanism
which included dense occupation, even though Childe also
remarked on the difficulty to defining urbanism (1950), and
the negative connotation applied to the initial expanding
industrial conurbations.

As is apparent, empirical problems of observation do not
suffice to explain the lack of an integrated recognition of the
dispersed settlement form. The general phenomenon of dispersed
occupation was known and the conclusion could have been
reached that such a settlement form exists and has existed, long
before the beginning of the twenty first century when remote
sensing made it readily and spectacularly apparent. However,
in addition to the combination of specific assumptions about
the nature of urbanism and the practical issues of observation
outlined above, a suite of broader conceptual premises was
also in use up to the later 1970s which militated against the
necessary cross-comparisons. In order to articulate a general
proposition about human residential behavior being distributed
across a wide range of occupation densities and to facilitate
cross-comparison between settlement types of different spatial
magnitudes, some basic assumptions about the relationship
between classes of settlements were required as well as changes
in fundamental assumptions about the relationship between
materiality and sociality.

Only when stage theory was no longer tacitly accepted
as self-evident and when materiality and sociality began to
be decoupled after the 1970s could the segregation of the
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FIGURE 12 | Angkor region 1994. SIR-C radar image from Space Shuttle NASA. (source public domain image NASA JPL).

characteristics of the industrial cities from those of agrarian cities
no longer be logically specified. This is a structural problem.
Even in 2006, Bruegmann’s book “Sprawl: a compact history”
triggered no sustained engagement either for modern urbanists
with the past or for archaeologists with sprawling industrial
urbanism. The fundamental issue was that a generalized, linear
evolution was the dominant model of culture until the 1970s
despite the recognition of multi-linearity by Steward and

others decades earlier. Stage Theory has been, and is still, a
convenient way of managing the diversity and the vastly differing
magnitudes of cultural behavior. But it logically emphasizes
the significance of and the interest in difference between
stages and presumes strong correlations between sociality
and materiality within each stage, largely precluding cross—
comparison between settlements of differing magnitudes and
social function.
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FIGURE 13 | (i) Caracol urban area, Guatemala, ninth century CE. Lidar image and map. Source: Chase et al. (2020). Permission to publish granted by the copyright
holder, Chase and Chase et al. (ii) Caracol central urban area, Guatemala, ninth century CE. Lidar image. Source: Chase et al. (2013). Permission to publish granted
by the copyright holder, Chase and Chase et al.

FIGURE 14 | Central Angkor—from 2012 KALC lidar survey. KALC survey
consortium member—the Greater Angkor Project.

The assumption of direct material—social correlations was
also problematic because it marginalized the material as an
epiphenomenon of sociality. Different material expression were

presumed for different social conditions so the generalized
similarity of dispersed occupation with many different kinds of
sociality was not a focus of interest. In addition, large patterns
of materiality, such as settlement form, were not a concern of
social anthropology for which the settlement was predominantly
a backdrop for the active expression of social meaning. With
a strong focus on sociality, the concepts and information that
were transferred to archaeology did not emphasize general
settlement form but primarily directed attention to specific
house forms as the corollary of particular social systems. As
a consequence, the knowledge of dispersed villages in social
anthropology did not generally percolate across into the teaching
programs of English-speaking archaeology in the middle of the
twentieth century4.

The pragmatic needs of archaeological research and analysis
seem to have diverted attention from the information readily
available in the study of land use in Europe, and the
precise observations by archaeologists in Europe that in
some settlements the buildings were placed far apart e.g.,
Danubian sites (Soudský, 1962) and that in others they were
very close together as in Skara Brae (Childe, 1931) and the
Iron Age lake villages of Europe (e.g., Clarke, 1972) or in
Catal Huyuk (Mellaart, 1967; Hodder, 2006). The focus in
archaeology was primarily on compact settlements, despite the
experience and expertise of the Mayanists, suggesting both that
the compact settlement had become a normative type and
that the compact settlement was a meaningful, practical, and
theoretically substantial topic of inquiry. For the pragmatics
of archaeology a compact site is an obvious and well-defined

4My own knowledge of these kinds of settlements was due to the happenstance
that I met Meyer Fortes, and was taught by Jack Goody, in Cambridge who both
assisted me to work in the Tallensi and LoDagaba regions of Ghana on the village
surveys which were part of my PhD research.
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entity to study. In addition, the work of the landscape economy
theorists such as von Thunen (see Chisholm, 1972) offered
access to understanding the distribution of crop production,
estimating food yields and thence calculating populations. And
because archaeologists wanted to find ways to estimate the
population size of past communities a consistent settlement
area—population correlation was being sought from the 1930s
to the 1980s (see commentary in Hassan, 1981). Essentially,

normative, presumably modal densities were envisaged—such
as an average of 100 p/ha for agricultural urbanism. Several
critical papers on the issues of population estimates e.g., by
Postgate for Mesopotamia (1994) made that problematic. To
do population estimates for dispersed settlements requires some
combination of r detailed economic data such as a rice field
distributions and visible indicators of domestic water supply
and the temporal structure of the settlement (Fletcher et al.,

FIGURE 15 | Interaction-Communication matrix—distribution of sample settlements. Prepared by Kirrily White.

FIGURE 16 | Prevalent lower densities in urban settlements mid twentieth century. Source public census data. Prepared by Kirrilly White.
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2003, p. 116–117, Hawken, 2011; Klassen, 2018). In the Maya
settlements house mounds are generally visible. A sophisticated
archaeology of domestic populations developed. The recognition
of the problem in Maya sites that some households were not very
visible on the surface (Johnson, 2004) illustrates the intellectual

vigor and critical articulation of inquiry in a region with
dispersed occupation.

The wide range of occupation densities in human
communities world-wide did not resonate in the discipline—
though its reporting (e.g., Fletcher, 1981, 1995) triggered

FIGURE 17 | Interaction-Communication matrix limits. Prepared by Kirrily White.

FIGURE 18 | Site size distributions behind C-limits. Prepared by Kirrily White.
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no particular opposition. The information had little or no
academic traction. The paradox is that archaeology has long
recognized differential density of built space, has reported
it for archaeological sites and has known of or had access
to examples of such behavior for many decades. The key

implication is that the dominant explanatory logic and the
practical purpose of getting on with doing archaeology,
demonstrates again that facts do not in themselves provide
insights that lead to theories. Instead, pragmatically, such
facts are simply anomalies to be left aside until some

FIGURE 19 | Types of trajectories on the Interaction-Communication matrix. Prepared by Kirrily White.

FIGURE 20 | Density trend examples for mobile and sedentary communities on the Interaction-Communication matrix. Prepared by Kirrily White. Blue oval - Kalahari
Bushman camps (1970s-1980s), blue dots Pueblos SW USA (1940s), open ovals UK villages 1960s (see Fletcher, 1995, Limits of Settlement Growth, p. 173).
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way to manage and integrate them can be envisaged (see
Medawar, 1967).

INTERACTION-COMMUNICATION MATRIX

What we have tended to focus on are the ways in which
interactions are managed socially and what kinds of verbalizable
meaning are communicated by the messages transmitted within
a community. However, when the material is regarded as an
operator in its own right with consequential effects, because
of its own characteristic, rather than as a consequence of or a
carrier for the sociality with which it was associated, logical cross-
associations can be made between settlements of very different
magnitude and form (Fletcher, 1995). A basic example is that
materiality manages interaction by providing barriers of various
sorts and by assisting the transmission and retention of signals
(Fletcher, 1995, p. 126–151). When therefore, instead of sociality
and verbalized meaning, the degrees of intensity of interaction
and degrees of adequacy of communication are considered as
factors in their own right in community behavior, global cross
comparability is feasible, at a very basic level5. The key is to
view interaction as a condition which varies with occupation
density, becoming increasingly more stressful the higher the
density, and to view communication as an activity which becomes
less effective with increasing distance, for any given means of
communication. Settlement extent and occupation density are
therefore consequential. An Interaction-Communication matrix
(Figure 15) of density (Density—P/A) plotted in relation to
community size (P) therefore allows, in principle, all settlements
to be plotted relative to each other. When large numbers
of settlements are plotted both globally and from national
census data back to the nineteenth century (e.g., the Indian
and Japanese national census data) it becomes apparent that
human communities operate across an extremely wide range of
residential densities. Even in densely inhabited countries like
India and Japan the majority of towns have densities below 30–50
p/ha (Figure 16). And hunter- gatherer settlements range from
residential densities of over 1,000 p/ha (e.g., the !Kung and the
Efe) to <5 p/ha in some spread out—Ainu winter settlement
camps—(Fletcher, 1995, p. 80; Whitelaw, 1991).

Interaction limits: different upper operational densities are
apparent for recent mobile and known sedentary communities
(Figure 17). At lower densities the areal extent of settlements
can be vastly larger than the equivalent for the largest dense
settlements of the same kind of socio-economic system (see
Figure 19). This is the phenomenon which the ICmatrix brought
into focus, which directed my attention to Angkor and led to the
proposition that it was a low-density city. This characteristic of
low-density settlements is a crucial feature of cultural processes
because it allows them to exceed the maximum operable extent
of a compact settlement area for a given communication system
(Fletcher, 1995. p. 117, 121, 124).

5Traffic analysis is required, as defined in cryptography—the interception and
examination of the physical characteristics of messages such as frequency, rate and
internal structure to deduce information from the patterns of transmission, even if
the content of the messages cannot be decoded (Callimahos, 1989).

Communication limits (Figure 17): the biggest compact
literate, agrarian-based cities are in the 70–100 sq km range
with populations around 1 to 1.5 million (Fletcher, 1995: p. 84–
87, 130). Though this areal extent was attained by Chang’an
in the eighth century CE (Xiong, 2000) it was not exceeded
globally until the first half of the nineteenth century by London
(Ackroyd, 2000). A Communication limit is therefore very
constraining. While Angkor and Caracol, among others, could
drop to low density and exceed the maximum area allowed by
a given communication system for compact settlements they
could not shift back up to a higher density form and could
not apparently maintain either themselves or their extended
settlements networks. The research at Angkor was initiated to
investigate these issues and has provided reappraisals of its
history (Fletcher, 2012; Lucero et al., 2015; Penny et al., 2018).

Over the past 15,000 years there have been three
Communication limits identifiable by long period of stasis in the
largest compact settlement sizes and by characteristic frequency
distributions of the areal extent of settlements (Fletcher, 1986).
The maximum settlement size ranges for compact settlements
which have prevailed over several millennia, are about 0.7–1.0
ha for mobile communities, then about 70–100 ha for agrarian
settlements and then 70–100 sq km for the great compact
agrarian imperial capitals. Behind these successive C-Limits
the usual distribution of the areal extent of site/settlement
area is, respectively, below 3,000 sqm (relative to the 1 ha
limit), 30 ha relative to the 100 ha limit and 30 sq km behind
the 100 sq km limit. Most site/settlements areas are in the
lower third of the size range behind a C-limit (Figure 18).
The industrial urban size distribution is now mainly below
3,000 sq km.

Trajectories: because the I-C matrix is a field model it
can be used to display and analyze trajectories over time
and the relationship between factors such as social conditions,
economic circumstances and environmental processes, and
the sizes of the settlements being affected by these factors
(Figure 19). Most striking is that mobile communities, trend
toward lower occupation densities as settlement area increases
(Fletcher, 1990, 1991, 1995; Whitelaw, 1991, p. 76–80; 166;
Fletcher, 1998) while known sedentary communities display
the opposite trend (Figure 20; Fletcher, 1995, p. 170–177).
This is crucial because it means that no one trend of density
and settlement size is applicable to all human communities.
The overall energetics of the trend in mobile and low-
density settlements toward decreasing density with increasing
community size are profoundly different from those in compact
settlements where the density increases as the community size
increases. In the latter communities greater stresses are placed
on interaction and communication load while concurrently more
interconnectedness is facilitated throughout the community. The
key issue is whether central area in low-density settlements
conform to the overall settlement density decrease with
increasing community size (population) and settlement area or
alternatively display their own trend to increased density as
central area increase in population and areal extent—independent
of the overall trend to density decrease of the whole expanding
settlement (see below Issues p. 10–11).
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This is consequential, because as well as density trends there
are also several distinct trajectories of settlement growth and
changes in overall settlement density over time. There are two,
high density trajectories—one to stasis behind a C-limit and
the other—which has been rare—a transition trajectory at high
density across a C-limit—as for example by London in the early
phase of the Industrial Revolution. A middle density band of
trajectories is very varied, tends not to involve large changes in
settlement size and given their constrained sizes is generally the
predominant pattern for most settlements in the lower third of
the size range behind a C-limit. The third trajectory (Fletcher,
1995, p. 117, 121, 124) is very distinct and drops to low-density as
settlement area increases enormously. Vast expansion occurs but
this is a terminal path which ends in the demise of the settlement.
This trajectory, as noted above, cannot revert to higher density at
the same large areal extent because the available communication
system could not support coherent communication at higher
density across that areal extent.

OUTCOMES

What is striking is that the same forms of socio-political
organization, such as the state, operating in settlements on
markedly different occupation density trajectories, lead to very
different outcomes (Fletcher, 2010). While states do break
down on both the higher density and low-density trajectories
their longer-term histories are very different. Compact urban
networks have repeatedly demonstrated enormous resilience of
despite severe political changes such as the end of the Roman
Empire. Specific settlements may fail but the overall network
continues and urban recovery occurs within the existing system.
The indications are that communities in compact settlements
are extremely robust and able to make new socio-political
adjustments in situ. There is long continuity in the traditions
of compact settlements. Industrial London derives from Roman-
Saxon London, Baghdad and Damascus have endured over
centuries despite crisis and disaster. The development of early
compact urbanism in lowland Mesopotamia and highland
Mesoamerica has a direct ancestry in the small villages of
those regions.

By contrast, the giant dispersed agrarian urban settlements of
the Old and the New World had reverted to village farmland
between the ninth and the fifteenth centuries and their urban
networks were abandoned. The urban development of the future
in lowland Mesoamerica, Sri Lanka and the eastern mainland
of SE Asia formed up on the periphery of the former urban
heartlands (Lucero et al., 2015). States survived in Southern
Asia (Fletcher et al., 2017) but the old urban networks did not.
Even more serious, there is no continuity in the development of
dispersed settlement patterns. The industrial megalopolis and the
desakota do not derive from or have any ancestry in the old giant,
agrarian low-density cities. Nor do Angkor and Anuradhapura
have any ancestry in the “Giants,” the smaller form of dispersed
settlement in the 1–100 sq km range. And most of the “Giants”
elsewhere in the world had no similar descendant (Fletcher and
White, 2018). As ever, lowland Mesoamerica becomes critically

important for our understanding of continuity in dispersed
settlement systems because the Pre-Classic to Classic to early Post
Classic does involve a succession of new low-density settlements,
moving their main locus further and further north along the
Yucatan peninsula. Only after the twelveth century does the shift
to compact settlements occur around the periphery of the old
urban heartlands.

ISSUES

Once the dispersed settlement patterns are recognized, the
analysis of settlement behavior can shift from classes of
settlement to trajectories with quantifiable magnitudes which can
be related to patterns of outcome. A significant issue for the
analysis of low-density urbanism is the patent accumulation of
wealth, resources and innovation in the central, more densely
occupied areas of these cities as population size increases. The
implication may therefore be, that the model of Bettencourt
et al. (2007) should apply to the denser areas of any urban
settlement, worldwide across the spectrum from compact and
dispersed form at all times. In agrarian—based, low-density
settlements the denser central areas are simply smaller areas
than can be attained by the maximum extent of higher density,
compact settlements that use the same suite of communication
systems. This proposition leads to an additional socio-political
implication, of some consequence for the histories of dispersed
urban settlements because the center—periphery “differential”
in dispersed agrarian cities with very low, peripheral densities
should be greater than in a compact city. This is not just that
the rich get richer—it is that the whole social fabric of the denser
more central areas gets “richer.” In a denser city that differential
will be less and its “pay-offs” will be more accessible because the
periphery is physically closer. By contrast, in a dispersed urban
complex like Greater Angkor, the social differentiation between
the denser center and the periphery should rise proportionately
much faster for the central populace than for the peripheral
populace who are also much further away from that cumulation.
What should follow is that decoupling of wealth and social
integration may be more severe in dispersed cities. If this can
be tested in the old agrarian low-density cities it has some
implications for the consequences of increasing social wealth
differentials in our urban present and in the future of our
gigantic, dispersed urban agglomerations.

As well as redefining central area sociopolitical processes
the form of dispersed settlements also involves a reappraisal of
the settlement’s resource hinterland. In a dispersed agricultural
village the extent of the occupation area is largely coincident
with the community’s staple resource hinterland because the
fields are around and between the houses. Likewise, in Greater
Angkor there were rice-fields all the way in to the front door of
Angkor Wat, creating the “Metropolis of Rice-fields” (Hawken,
2011). Caracol’s urban area, tied together by roads, secondary
centers and outlier shrines is almost entirely terraced (Chase
et al., 2011). Many years ago, Elizabeth Graham designated the
“green” city to refer to the Maya sites (and see Graham, 2006),
a proposition further developed by (Isendahl and Smith, 2013).
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It is therefore not tenable to argue that all settlements will
have a simple spatial dichotomy between occupation area and
crop resource hinterland, with the latter delimiting the extent
of the former. When we add the information that the house
gardens of Amazonian forest settlements provide a substantial
portion of the domestic food supply (van der Waal, 2018) then
the notion of what we mean by a hinterland for Angkor—
and for other low-density, dispersed urban settlements needs
to be robustly redefined, since houses in such settlements
were presumably surrounded by economic trees and plants
which would have made a substantial contribution to the
domestic food supply.

A broader issue of taxonomy also needs to be addressed
for low-density settlements. The terms we use for referring
to settlements require rethinking. Formerly size, in terms of
settlements area, could be a rough proxy for population and in
stage theory settlement extent followed a linear trend from small
camp to larger village to bigger town to huge city to colossal
industrial megalopolis. No more. Greater Angkor covered the
same area in the twelveth century as industrial Sydney did in
Australia in 1945. And Angkor had bigger built reservoirs. But it
was not an industrial city. Likewise, the low-density Giants may
cover similar settlement areas as the conventionally defined, early
urban settlements of China, Mesopotamia, Mesoamerica and the
west coast or S America. And they can have large monuments.
But that does not itself make them the same kind of places as the
conventional defined compact, early cities, to all be designated
under one label. We do, however, have to solve the conundrum of
how to refer to the “Giants.” They cannot just be villages because
that term is already used for numerous places in Europe and for
the places like the Tallensi and Lobi Dagati settlements which
consist of many domestic residential units—some larger than
others—which do not have the equivalent of Cahokia’s Monks
Mound or the Acropolis of Great Zimbabwe. This is a quandary,
as the “Giants” are also not the same as Greater Angkor but
are attractively labeled as dispersed, agrarian urban settlements.
Low-density settlement patterns are a well-established, inherent
feature of human behavior. What we need are suitable ways to
refer to them which will facilitate our understanding of them and
their long-term role in human community life.

CONCLUSIONS

Dispersed settlement forms and multiple trajectories of growth
are a necessary part of models of urbanism. By including them
we need to decide whether we will further extend and dilute
the meaning of “urban” or will seek new, additional ways to
specify what we are talking about. Terminologies are crucial to
inquiry not only because they aid communication about a topic
but also, conversely because they affect what we “see.” Labels are
not neutral—they relate to theoretical premises and they in turn
define how empirical data become meaningful. “Urbanism” as
a label with diffuse meaning is liable to generate diffuse cross-
comparisons which retain older theoretical premises. While
urbanism and urban will necessarily continue to be used and
will likely transmute to a new meaning, just as “gravity” did

from Newtonian to Einsteinian physics, other foundations for
cross-comparison can be usefully developed.

Agrarian low-density urbanism, the “Giants” and
contemporary megalopi and desakota can be cross-compared
in terms of form and trajectory. Because this frame of reference
is spatial and quantified, it specifies no equivalence of
sociality, though it does specify similarities in the demands
and management of interaction and communication. In
this comparison the consistencies are trajectories of similar
“direction” but very different magnitudes. By contrast, if we
use “urban” to subsume all these kinds of settlements and all
the range of compact urban settlements as well, we do specify
a resemblance of sociality because that is what “urban” has
come to mean while also being very diffuse. In addition, that
resemblance is a quality not a mundane quantity. Therefore,
if we use the term “urban” we will need to rigorously specify
qualifiers such as “industrial” and the already defined “agrarian,
low-density urbanism” i.e., cases like Angkor, Tikal, Pagan and
Anuradhapura and we will likewise have to specify an “urban
qualifier” for the “Giants” and a substantial definition of the
difference that it incorporates.

The materiality of settlement form in terms of spatial
magnitude and internal density becomes recognizable as a
factor in its own right; rather than as an epiphenomenon of
sociality. Denser occupation areas, in any form of settlement,
become cross-referable. Defining the internal density structure
of settlements and the characteristics of the edges of settlements
and designating the location and characteristics of hinterlands
become critical issues for all settlements instead of mundane
and self-evident features, as in the normalized perception of
compact settlements.

If, as appears to be the case, the trajectories of dispersed,
low-density settlements lead to very different outcomes then
materiality has serious consequences and needs to be habitually
incorporated into models of the formation, expansion and
demise of human communities. The implications are potentially
very serious, and the numerous cross-comparison offered by the
past are therefore of great potential value as guides to what can
happen and perhaps an indicator of the consequences of various
social and material alternative for coping with the situation.

The three trajectories to low-density settlement form which
can be referred to as the “Giants” trajectory (from 4000 BCE),
the agrarian urban, low-density trajectory (from the forth century
BCE) and the industrial-based conurbations, megalopoli and
desakota (from the late nineteenth century CE onwards), offer
a new window into the history of settlement growth and the
meanings of the term “urban.” They also offer a global basis
for comparison and raise serious issues about the resilience of
the low-density settlement form. Worryingly, the successive low-
density settlements do not derive from the low-density cases of
the preceding trajectory. Neither Angkor nor the Classic Maya
cities had any connection to modern, industrial low-density
cities. By contrast compact cities, the epitome of the conventional
definition of cities, display continuity through successive urban
settlement forms over several 1,000 years. The implications for
modern, giant, low-density cities are ominous. They appear to
face the risk of having no future.
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